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Abstract: Biotechnological applications of protein complexes require detailed information about their
structure and composition, which can be challenging to obtain for proteins from natural sources.
Prominent examples are the ring-shaped phycoerythrin (PE) and phycocyanin (PC) complexes isolated
from the light-harvesting antennae of red algae and cyanobacteria. Despite their widespread use as
fluorescent probes in biotechnology and medicine, the structures and interactions of their
noncrystallizable central subunits are largely unknown. Here, we employ ion mobility mass spectrometry
to reveal varying stabilities of the PC and PE complexes and identify their closest architectural
homologues among all protein assemblies in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Our results suggest that the
central subunits of PC and PE complexes, although absent from the crystal structures, may be crucial for
their stability, and thus of unexpected importance for their biotechnological applications.

Keywords: structural mass spectrometry; protein interactions; collision cross sections; protein
complex stability; ion mobility; red algae

Introduction
Phycobilisomes are large (up to 20 MDa) light-harvesting
complexes found mainly in red algae and cyanobacteria.1

Their main components are ring-shaped heteromeric
phycobiliprotein complexes composed of an equal number
of α- and β-subunits that each contain multiple

Abbreviations: APC, allophycocyanin; IM-MS, ion mobility mass spectrometry; PC, phycocyanin; PE, phycoerythrin; CCS, collision
cross section.
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tetrapyrrole chromophores.2 These complexes are
grouped into the pink phycoerythrins (PE) and the blue
phycocyanins (PC), as well as the blue allophycocyanin
(APC). They are among the brightest fluorescent mole-
cules known, and have therefore numerous applications
as probes in biotechnology, food coloring additives, and
even anticancer agents.3,4 Although recombinant produc-
tion has been explored, their purification from natural
sources has remained the production standard for all
applications.5–7 As a result, there is a significant effort to
find new species of red algae for the extraction of
phycobiliproteins with different properties, and methods
that enable reliable characterization of their structure
and integrity are in high demand.8,9

In the native algal phycobilisome, PC and PE rings
are assembled into rods and connected to a central APC
core with the help of a heterogeneous family of linker
polypeptides. PE and PC interact with a number of linker
proteins, including one occupying the central cavity of the
ring. PE commonly co-purifies with its central linker,
referred to as the γ-subunit, as an α6β6γ complex (Fig. 1).
This γ-subunit is seen in the center of the α6β6 ring as a
diffuse electron density in high-resolution structures.10,11

PC is known to associate with a central linker protein
similar to the γ-subunit in PE, but again, detailed crys-
tallographic evidence for the interaction is lacking.12

The structure of the complex between PE and PC and
their γ-subunits remains unsolvable in crystallography
because it lacks the symmetry of the α6β6 ring, which
yields rotational averaging of its electron density.

We therefore turned to mass spectrometry (MS) as
an alternative strategy to assess the structural integrity
of PE and PC complexes with their central linker sub-
units. Here, protein complexes can be gently transferred
from near-physiological solutions to the gas phase, often
without significant distortions of their native structures

or interactions. This enables us to determine the masses
and abundances of intact complexes, or their individual
components following dissociation inside the mass spec-
trometer.13,14 In combination with ion mobility (IM)
measurements, the approach can provide information
about their overall structure and connectivity.15 Since
MS has been used to monitor pH and concentration
effects on the assembly light-harvesting complexes,16,17

we expect IM-MS to be able to unravel the architectures
of native phycobiliprotein assemblies.

Results and Discussion
As first step, we analyzed the stoichiometry of PE by
MS. Using instrumental conditions optimized for the
transfer of intact protein complexes to the gas phase,18

we obtained well-resolved spectra of PE with no signs
of complex dissociation [Fig. 2(a)]. The spectra show
two overlapping series of peaks with narrow charge
state distributions centered around the 35+ ions, indi-
cating non-denatured conformations.19 The masses of
262,279 � 65 and 265,964 � 108 Da are both in good
agreement with α6β6γ complexes (Table S1). Leney et al.
found that PE may adopt variable stoichiometries with
5 and 7 α- and β-subunits.16 However, this does not
explain the 3.6 kDa difference between the two pop-
ulations observed here. Instead, SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis clearly shows the
presence of two different γ-subunits separated by less
than 5 kDa (Fig. S1). Similar observations were previ-
ously interpreted as PE containing two γ-subunits per
complex.20 Our results on the other hand clearly show
that purified PE exists as α6β6γ complexes with either a
28- (γ0) or a 32-kDa subunit (γ00). The different
γ-subunits likely distinguish PE from the distal or mid-
dle regions of the light-harvesting rod.21 In addition, a

Figure 1. Architecture of the α6β6γ PE complex. (a) The basic unit of the PE complex is a ring-shaped trimer composed of three αβ
dimers. α- and β-subunits are rendered in magenta and pink, respectively. (b) The α-subunits of two α3β3 trimers stack together to
form the α6β6 ring, shown as top and side view. (c) The ring cavity is occupied by the γ-subunit (green), shown here based on an
individual PE complex from the cryo-EM structure of the entire phycobilisome (PDB ID 5Y6P) with the top α3β3 trimer removed.
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minor population of (α6β6γ)2 dimers with 55+ charges
can be detected; however, their γ-composition could not
be resolved (Fig. S2a).

Next, we subjected the intact PE complexes to gas-
phase dissociation, which provides information about
subunit connectivity and stability. By raising the volt-
age of the sample cone at the entrance to the vacuum
region of themass spectrometer, the desolvated protein
assemblies are accelerated and undergo dissociation
via collisions with residual gas molecules prior to MS
analysis. Upon increasing the cone voltage to 150 V,
additional peaks corresponding to free β-subunits and
α6β5γ complexes were detected, indicating that the
β-subunit interactions are the most easily disrupted
ones [Fig. 2(a), Figs. S2b, S3]. When the cone voltage
is increased further, a second fragment series cor-
responding to PE complexes that have lost another
subunit can be observed, although a significant
amount of intact α6β6γ persists. Notably, PE with γ0-
or γ00-subunits exhibited the same fragment peak
intensities, suggesting similar gas-phase stabilities ir-
respective of which γ-subunit is present (Fig. S1b).
Taken together, the fragmentation pattern indicates
that for the PE complex investigated here, β-subunits
dissociate first, followed by dissociation of an α- or a sec-
ond β-subunit from the core containing the γ-subunit.

Having established the oligomeric state and dis-
sociation behavior of PE, we then employed the same
MS approach to investigate PC, whose fold and assembly
are near-identical to that of PE. However, to our sur-
prise, mass spectra of PC recorded using gentle ioniza-
tion conditions did not show uniform oligomers like PE,
but four series of peaks [Fig. 2(b)]. Based on theirmasses,
we identified them as αβ-heterodimers (37,526 � 56 Da),
α3β3-heterohexamers (112,456 � 48 Da), the com-
plete α6β6-assembly (225,280 � 79 Da), and a complex

corresponding to the α6β6-ring with an additional 33 kDa
component similar to the intact α6β6γ PE complex
(259,135 � 199 Da) (Table S1). We observe that the pres-
ence of the linker protein causes significant peak broad-
ening, suggesting that the extra subunit may be more
heterogeneous than the α- and β-units. The main charge
states are 12+ for αβ, 22+ for α3β3, and 31+ for α6β6. Since
the charges of all dissociation products have to add up
to the charge for the parent ion, the αβ and α3β3
populations cannot arise from gas-phase dissociation
of the intact α6β6 complex, but likely exist in solution.
In addition, we detected minor populations of (α6β6)2
and (α6β6γ)2 dimers, which may arise from concentra-
tion-dependent self-association (Fig. S2a). Together,
these findings provide clear evidence that PC, unlike
PE, can exist as a α6β6 complex without retaining a
linker protein as γ-subunit. At the same time, our
spectra show that a significant proportion of the PC
complexes retain a phycobilisomal linker protein,
which we here refer to as PC γ-subunit in analogy to
the linker in the intact PE complex.

When subjected to gas-phase dissociation, the PC
investigated here predominantly releases α-, not β-sub-
units, resulting in a mixture of low-intensity populations
including α5β6 and α5β6γ complexes [Fig. 2(b), Fig. S2c].
Notably, at 200 V, the α6β6 complexes had readily disso-
ciated, as had the α6β6γ complex at 300 V. Together, the
observations suggest that PC has a lower resilience to
gas-phase dissociation than PE, which is even further
reduced in the absence of the γ-subunit.

In the phycobilisome, the linker protein scaffold
connects the PE and PC rods to central α3β3 rings of
APC.1 We therefore extended our MS analysis to APC to
investigate whether this complex, like PE and PC, can
retain linker proteins. However, no additional subunits
except for APC-specific α and β were observed, and the

Figure 2. Mass spectrometric analysis of PE and PC. (a) Intact mass and gas-phase dissociation of PE. At low cone voltages, PE exhibits
a homogeneous α6β6γ stoichiometry containing either a 28 or 32 kDa γ-subunits (γ0 or γ00). Increasing the cone voltage releases α6β5γ and
subsequently α5β5γ sub-complexes, but cannot dissociate all α6β6γ assemblies. (b) Intact mass and gas-phase dissociation of PC. Under
gentle ionization conditions, MS shows the presence of PC complexes with and without a γ-subunit. Raising the cone voltage induces
dissociation of both species, with the α6β6 and the α6β6γ complexes fully dissociated at 200 and 300 V, respectively.
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α3β3 complex fully dissociated at 200 V (Fig. S4). We
therefore conclude that retention of the linker subunits
is not due to their overall abundance in the phycobilisome,
but specific to PE and PC.

Since we found that PE and PC, despite their
near-identical ring structures, differ significantly in
their γ-subunit interactions, we asked how these inter-
actions affect the overall architecture of the com-
plexes. To answer this question, we employed IM-MS,
which informs about the shape of ions by measuring
their drift time through an inert buffer gas under the
influence of a weak electric field. Long and short drift
times indicate loosely packed or compact shapes, re-
spectively. The influence of an ion’s structure is con-
tained in its collision cross section (CCS), which can be
inferred from the drift time, the ion’s net charge, and
the instrument parameters. The CCS is a measure to
how much of the protein is exposed for collisions with
the buffer gas, and like the drift time, it decreases
with the ion’s compactness.22

We determined the CCS values (Table S2) of PE
to be 11,320 Å2 for α6β6γ0 and 11,450 Å2 for α6β6γ00, with a
standard deviation of less than 50 Å2 between all charge
states [Fig. 3(a)]. PC gave a CCS of 11,360 � 42 Å2 for
the α6β6γ complex and 10,380 � 242 Å2 for the α6β6 ring,
with 10,047 Å2 for the lowest charge being more than
10% below the values for the complexes containing
γ-subunits [Fig. 3(b)]. Since no crystal structure of an
intact α6β6γ complex of PE or PC has been reported, we
calculated the theoretical CCS for the crystal structures
without γ-subunits as 11,369 Å2 for algal PE (PDB ID

1LIA) and 11,286 Å2 for PC (PDB ID 1GHO). These
values are in good agreement with the CCSs determined
for the α6β6γ complexes, but significantly higher than
that measured for α6β6 PC. However, in the absence of a
matching reference structure, it was not possible to deter-
mine whether the presence of the γ-subunit increases the
CCS by protruding from the complex or stabilizing its
overall architecture against compaction in the gas phase.
We therefore reasoned that the combination of molecular
weight and experimental CCS might constitute a signa-
ture for complexes with certain architectures. Because
the theoretical CCSs have already been computed for
all biological assemblies in the PDB,23 we could use a
protein’s experimental mass and CCS to identify the
nearest neighbors within the known structural proteome
[Fig. 3(c)]. To test this approach, we first used the mass of
PE dodecamer together with the calculated CCS and
noted that the majority of neighbors were ring-shaped
(Fig. S5). Another few were otherwise hollow, and yet
another few had other architectures. Having demon-
strated the feasibility of the search strategy, we used the
values for α6β6γ0 and α6β6γ00 PE, which strikingly ret-
urned mostly ring- or disc-shaped complexes among the
structural homologues, with a large overlap between the
two sets. A selection made using the CCS and molecular
weight of α6β6γ PC also contained rings and more
extended architectures, while α6β6 PC, on the other hand,
identified exclusively globular protein complexes [Fig. 3
(d)]. These observations suggest that PE is able to retain
its solution structure in the gas phase, while PC with its
γ-subunit may undergo partial collapse, and without

Figure 3. Using IM-MS data to mine the known structural proteome distinguishes ring-like architectures and structural collapse in
the absence of specific reference structures. (a, b) Mobiligrams of the intact PE and PC complexes show narrow arrival time
distributions. The average CCS values for each ion series are indicated. (c) Illustration of the IM-MS-based PDB search strategy.
(d) The structures of the top three architectural homologues identified based on the molecular weights and experimental CCSs of
PC and PE complexes reveal that α6β6γ0and α6β6γ00 PE retain their ring architectures, while α6β6γ PC undergoes partial collapse
and α6β6 PC complete structural collapse.
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γ-subunit total collapse. PC therefore exhibits similar
behavior as other labile ring-shaped complexes, which
easily rearrange into more compact shapes when sub-
jected to desolvation and collisional activation.24,25

Our observations from IM-MS are in striking
agreement with the relative gas-phase stabilities of
both complexes (Fig. 2), indicating that the central
linker protein in PC provides overall less structural
support of the ring than that in PE. Furthermore, we
find that using IM-MS data to mine the PDB makes it
possible to identify likely complex architectures without
a need for theoretical CCS calculations of generated
candidate structure models. Hence, it enables us to di-
rectly assess their structural integrity for, for example,
biotechnological applications.

Conclusions
Numerous studies have demonstrated functional
roles for the linker proteins that form the γ-subunits
in PE- and PC, most notably as regulators of differ-
ent conformational states and fluorescence proper-
ties.12,26 Therefore, preserving γ-subunit interactions
in phycobiliprotein complexes, particularly their less
stable association with PC, is likely crucial for main-
taining their desired spectroscopic properties. The pos-
sibilities offered by native MS to assess integrity and
composition of phycobiliproteins as demonstrated here
are evident, considering the widespread applications of
phycobiliproteins as fluorescent probes in biotechnol-
ogy, and particularly the continued efforts to find new
natural sources.

Perhaps most importantly, we show that IM-MS
data can be used to directly determine the effects of the
γ-subunits on the overall architecture of the different
phycobiliprotein complexes without a need for a specific
reference structure. Although the present approach
would be less well-suited for complexes with more glob-
ular structures, which may give only subtle differences
in their CCS-MW relation, or complexes with unique
architectures without close structural homologues in
the PDB, it has considerable potential for the analysis
of protein complexes without prior structural informa-
tion. More generally, the use of IM-MS data to find
related structures in the PDB can provide classification
of unknown protein complexes beyond biotechnological
applications, adding another dimension to MS-driven
protein structure analyses.

Materials and Methods

Protein preparation
Phycocyanin (Cat. number 52468), R-phycoerythrin
(Cat. number 52412), and APC (Cat. number A7472)
were purchased from Sigma. Proteins were dissolved
in PBS to a final concentration of approximately
0.2 mg/mL, corresponding to about 2 μM. For MS
analysis, proteins were buffer-exchanged into 1 M

ammonium acetate, pH 7.5, using Biospin 6 microce-
ntrifuge columns (BioRad, CA).

Mass spectrometry
Mass spectra were acquired on a Micromass LCT ToF
modified for analysis of intact protein complexes
(MS Vision, The Netherlands) equipped with an off-
line nanospray source. Samples were introduced via coated
borosilicate capillaries (Thermo Scientific, Germany). The
capillary voltage was 1.5 kV. Collisional activation was
performed by ramping the cone voltage between 100 and
300 V. The radio frequency (RF) lens voltage was 1.5 kV.
The source pressure was maintained at 9.0 mbar to pre-
vent in-source dissociation. The mass scale was cali-
brated using cesium iodide.

Ion mobility MS spectra were acquired on a Syn-
apt G2S travelling wave ion mobility mass spectrom-
etry (TWIMS) MS equipped with an offline nanospray
source. The capillary voltage was 1.5 kV and the source
temperature was maintained at 120�C and the sample
cone at 80 V. The pressures were as follows: backing
3.29 mbar, source 5.8 × 10−3 mbar, trap 4.41 × 10−2 mbar,
and IMS 4.16 mbar. The ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)
settings were as follows: wave height 20 V andwave veloc-
ity 550 m/s. The drift gas was nitrogen with a flow rate of
50 mL/min and the collision voltages in the ion trap and
transfer were 5 and 2 V, respectively. The trap DC bias
was 45 V and the IMS DC bias was 3 V. TWIMS calibra-
tion was performed using the 33+ to 37+ charge states of
pyruvate kinase as sole calibrant, since it very closely
matches the molecular weight and average charge as intact
PE and PC.27 Data were analyzed using the MassLynx 4.1
and PULSAR (pulsar.chem.ox.ac.uk28) software packages.
Average masses and standard deviations between charge
states were determined using a Microsoft Excel file kindly
provided by the Benesch Laboratory, University of Oxford.

Structure analysis
For theoretical CCS calculations, crystal structures of
α6β6 PE (PDB ID 1LIA) and PC (PDB ID 1GHO) were
used. Theoretical trajectory-method-corrected CCS
values for the α6β6 complexes of PE and PC were deter-
mined by averaging 10 separate calculations using
IMPACT (impact.chem.ox.ac.uk).23 Protein structures
were visualized and edited using UCSF Chimera.29

CCS-mass-based modeling using IMPACT
Masses and CCSs were used as input to the python
script find_omega_neighbours.py, which is distributed
alongside IMPACT23, with default parameters. In the
script, the CCSs are converted to reduced cross-sections
(ω), where a ω above (or below) 1.0 signifies a higher
(or lower) CCS than expected for a protein of the given
mass (see Reference 23). The script returns the 10 protein
complexes that best match the target mass and ω, and
consequently, the CCS. The script was run using (i) the
CCS inferred from the trimmed structure model of the
PE α6β6 together with the expected mass calculated from
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the masses of its monomers, (ii) the experimental data
for the PE α6β6γ0 and α6β6γ00 complexes, (iii) the experi-
mental data for the PC α6β6γ complex, and (iv) the exper-
imental data for the PC α6β6 complex.

Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence spectra of 2 μM PE or PC in PBS with
0–5% formic acid were recorded on a Tecan Spark 20 M
multimode reader (Tecan Instruments, Switzerland)
using Corning COSTAR black flat bottom 96-well plates
(Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). For PE, excitation wave-
length was 530 nm; emission was recorded between
550 and 750 nm in 1 nm steps with 5 nm bandwidth
and an integration time of 40 μs. For PC, excitation
wavelength was 595 nm; emission was recorded between
630 and 750 nm in 1 nm steps with 5 nm bandwidth and
an integration time of 40 μs. Data were visualized using
the Magellan software package (Tecan Instruments,
Switzerland).
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